The Institute of Medicine's first simple rule for quality health care is a long-term healing relationship; and the first aim for a quality health care system is patient-centered care.
a synonym for its antecedent, and possibly more familiar patient-centered care or the humanistic qualities of Care. Such short shrift would be unfortunate, for RCC plows new ground by expanding the concept of the physician patient relationship to one that includes the personhood of both the patient and the physician, acknowledges the central role played by the emotions of both parties in the relationship and the fact that the relationship is shaped by reciprocal influence rather than only by humanistic, but still largely unidirectional, therapeutic ministrations.
Were the RCC philosophy to stop with expanding the ideas about the physician patient relationship, it still would be a substantial advance; however, its authors go further. They promote the idea that health care emerges from the relationships between all of the people who make up the institutions and communities responsible for health care. In all of these relationships, the personhood, emotions, and reciprocal influences of everyone on everyone else actively shape the quality of care, the experience of health and illness, and satisfaction of everyone involved. 6 At first blush, RCC appears to challenge the basic tenants of traditional medical professionalism. It displaces the old idea that physicians be compassionate yet somewhat depersonalized, and practices medicine with scientific objectivity and skepticism in a humane and altruistic manner with the idea that a physician's humanity, emotions, motives, and capacity to influence and be influenced play a central role in healing relationships.
On still deeper examination the ideology of RCC is very American. It incorporates the key humanistic qualities of compassion, respect, and integrity. It is based on freedom of speech, openness, respect for individual persons, reflective self-awareness, and welcoming diversity and disruption. Relationship-centered care democratizes physician and patient roles and democratizes the roles of everyone in health care systems with the citizens of a society that values health.
Relationships are often thought of as being the medium for establishing trust and communication; and communication is the exchange of information, ideas, feelings, and meanings between at least two persons. Some relationships are based on simple exchange of instrumental information about how to do something. Others involve deeply understanding perspectives, particularly unique, interior and very personal perspectives like the experience of illness. The first type of communication is context thin and lends itself well to written instructions or verbal exchanges. These can be accomplished through asynchronous communications like writing and reading, e-mail, and so on.
The paper by Weiner and Biondich 7 describes nicely how modern information technology can make low context communication more effective and efficient. In so doing, information technology can enhance trust in the reliability of routine process. However, information technology alone is no substitute for, and may even interfere with, context-rich communication.
Context-rich communication such as that involved in making an ambiguous or complex diagnosis, or in motivating patients to undergo complex and risky treatment, involves deeper understanding of values, meaning, and emotions. Trust is essential in these risky and intensely personal relationships. Roter et al.'s 8 paper explores what is known about context-rich relationships. They describe emotional intelligence as the ability to decode emotions expressed by others, communicate one's own emotions, and to become self-aware of the interplay of one's emotions and motivations with cognitive processes and actions. These abilities shape the essential elements for competence in communication and interpersonal skills. Moreover, these same skills seem to be essential for effective teamwork with colleagues and for influencing leaders of health care organizations and public policy makers. The relationship between medical teachers and their students and residents shapes the new doctor's core values, beliefs, and habits that make up professionalism. Haidet and Stein 9 describe various assumptions about professional behavior and values that are transmitted, not through a formal (1) all behavior in the medical encounter is intentional, (2) behavior in the medical encounter follows linear causality, in that every effect has a cause that is ultimately discoverable, (3) communication is a process of information transfer, and (4) most studies of communication and relationship use the medical encounter in an office visit as the basic unit of observation to correlate presumably static independent variables with outcome variables presumed to be enduring.
In place of these assumptions, his theory proposes that human interaction is nonlinear and characterized by unpredictable and emergent patterns of meaning or patterns of relating that self-organize without anyone's intention or direction. These patterns emerge from the relationship process itself. Words and phrases or nonverbal gestures introduced into dialogue merge with memories, beliefs, judgments, and emotions in each individual. These interior dimensions of the relationship process are invisible to the researching observer. They occur in an internal dialogue within the brain and body of each participant. Of course, everything in an encounter is not chaos. Stable patterns of relating are enacted, like asking routine history questions and recording the answers, but the attendant complexity of each response has the potential for shaping reciprocating ideas and reactions so that a totally unique interaction emerges.
These iterative reciprocal interactions are the hallmark of nonlinear dynamics and form the basis of complexity theory. In complex responsive processes there is no equilibrium state and patterns can shift unpredictably, providing that order and disorder, constraint and freedom co-exist. Nonlinear interactions amplify small differences; for example, in just a few cycles of interaction, the small difference can be amplified into a new, transformative pattern, providing that diversity has been introduced and one party in the relationship is responsive to small changes in the interaction.
When applied to changing the culture of an organization or institution (like the hidden curriculum), the CRPR theory suggests that such change occurs not by designing new structures but by introducing new themes into the organizational conversation in the hope that they will amplify and disseminate. Therefore an effective way to change a pattern would be mindfully enacting the new pattern in each moment to create repeated disturbances in the traditional pattern in the hope that they will amplify and spread. Or in the words of Mahatma Gandhi, ''be the change you want to see in the world.'' It is not surprising that physicians, in the pursuit of efficiency and reliability, might be inclined to dampen these perturbations through mentally stereotyping culturally different patients or ignoring nuanced emotional signals. Although only hinted at, in this article, the theory also links discoveries in neurobiology and molecular genetic mechanism with the conversations in relationship that not only describe but also shape our human experience of health and disease and the nature of institutional cultures.
One of the most exciting aspects of the CRPR theory is its capacity for explaining the importance of teamwork and partnership that emerges from reciprocal influence and stable patterns of behavior called methods. It seems to be possible to stimulate cultural change in organizations and institutions by deliberately and intentionally introducing new themes or patterns which cause perturbation in stable systems. These perturbations provide the opportunity for novel attractors to coalesce into new patterns that self-organize from old ones.
The reciprocal influence of words, emotions, ideas, memories, and images cannot be overestimated. They are the elemental machinery that creates self-organizing, emergent, and stable patterns of human achievement-through personal behavior, experience of self, and the experience of health or distress and all human social enterprises.
Proof or disproof of the theory through empiric evidence lies ahead. New methodological approaches must be developed. As it has taken over 10 years since the principles of RCC were first articulated until they were used to organize an important gathering of researchers for setting a work agenda, it is likely to take at least that long until the full implications of Complex Responsive Processes Relationship will be fully appreciated.-F. Daniel Duffy, MD, FAAPP, American Board of Internal Medicine, Philadelphia, PA, USA.
